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Abstract—Multi-input multi-output (MIMO) radar waveform 

optimization is often sensitive to estimation errors and 

uncertainty in the initial parameters estimates (i.e., some prior 

information on the target of interest and scenario). Focusing on 

this issue, the robust waveform design, which attempts to 

systematically alleviate this sensitivity by explicitly incorporating 

a parameter uncertainty model in the optimization problem, is 

considered to improve the worst-case detection performance over 

a convex uncertainty model in this paper. To solve the 

complicated nonlinear robust optimization problem, an iterative 

algorithm is proposed to optimize the waveform covariance 

matrix (WCM) for maximizing the worst-case output signal-

interference-noise-ratio (SINR). In the proposed algorithm, each 

iteration step can be reformulated as a semidefinite 

programming (SDP) problem, which can be solved very 

efficiently. Numerical results show that, compared to those of the 

non-robust method and uncorrelated waveforms, the worst-case 

detection performance can be improved considerably by the 

proposed method. 

Keywords- Multi-input multi-output (MIMO) radar, robust 

waveform design, target detection, semidefinite programming 

(SDP) 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) 
techniques have received more and more attention from both 
the communication and radar communities [1]-[16]. MIMO 
radar can employ multiple transmitting elements to transmit 
arbitrary waveforms other than coherent waveforms in 
traditional phased-array radars [1]. Two categories of MIMO 
radar systems can be classified by the configuration of the 
transmitting and receiving antennas: (1) MIMO radar with 
widely separated antennas (e.g. [1]), and (2) MIMO radar with 
colocated antennas (e.g. [2]). For MIMO radar with widely 
separated antennas, the transmitting and receiving elements are 
widely spaced such that each views a different aspect of the 
target. In contrast, MIMO radar with colocated antennas, 
whose elements in transmitting and receiving arrays are close 
enough such that the target radar cross sections (RCSs) 
observed by MIMO radar are identical, can utilize the 
waveform diversity to increase the virtual aperture of the 
receiving array [2]. Accordingly, it has several advantages 

including improved parameter identifiability [3], [4], and more 
flexibility for transmit beampattern design [5]-[12].  

To improve the detection performance of MIMO radar, 
one way is detector design which was investigated in [13], 
[14]. In [13], C. Y. Chong et al. proposed the constant false 
alarm rate (CFAR) generalized likelihood ratio test-linear 
quadratic (GLRT-LQ) detector for MIMO radar in the 
scenario of non-Gaussian clutter. In [14], Q. He et al. derived 
GRLT moving target detectors for centralized MIMO and 
distributed MIMO radar.  

Another way to improve the detection performance of 
MIMO radar is waveform optimization, which has been 
studied in [7]-[10]. In [7], H. Wang et al. designed the 
transmitted waveforms to improve the detection performance 
of MIMO space-time adaptive processing (STAP) by 
exploiting diagonal loading (DL) method with perfect target 
and clutter prior knowledge. However, the information about 
target and clutter used in the waveform optimization must be 
estimated with error in practice. Therefore, the robust 
waveform optimization for MIMO-STAP in the case of 
imperfect space-time steering vector prior knowledge is 
considered to improve the worst-case detection performance in 
[8]. In [9], a gradient based method is proposed to maximize 
the output signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) for 
improving the detection performance for extended target; 
unfortunately, it cannot guarantee nondecreasing SINR in each 
iteration step. In order to guarantee convergence, a new 
iterative algorithm is proposed in [10].  

It is known that waveform optimization for improving the 
performance of MIMO radar usually depends on the initial 
parameter estimate (e.g., the target location, reflection 
coefficients, etc.) [7]-[10]. As a sequence, the optimized 
waveforms depend on these pre-assigned values. In practice, 
these parameters are estimated with errors, and hence they are 
uncertain. As illustrated by numerical examples in [7], the 
resultant output SINR, i.e., detection probability, is sensitive 
to these estimation errors and uncertainty in parameters, which 
is similar to that in the case of waveform design for improving 
the parameter estimation performance [5]. It means that the 
optimized waveforms based on a certain parameter estimate 
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can give a very low detection performance for another 
reasonable estimate. 

In order to improve the worst-case detection performance, 
the problem of robust waveform design is addressed in this 
paper, which attempts to systematically alleviate the 
sensitivity by explicitly incorporating a parameter uncertainty 
model in the optimization issue. The WCM is optimized to 
obtain the best worst-case detection performance over a 
convex uncertainty set. An iterative algorithm is proposed to 
solve the optimization problem such that the worst-case 
performance can be improved. Each step in the proposed 
algorithm can be reformulated as a semidefinite programming 
(SDP) problem [17], [18], and hence it can be solved 
efficiently. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section Ⅱ 

introduces the MIMO radar model, and formulates the 
waveform optimization problem incorporating the convex 

uncertainty set of parameters. Section Ⅲ proposes an iteration 

algorithm to improve the worst-case detection performance. 

Section Ⅳ shows the effectiveness of the proposed method via 

numerical examples. Finally, Section Ⅴ concludes this paper. 

Throughout the paper, matrices and vectors are denoted by 

boldface uppercase and lowercase letters，respectively. We 

use  
T

 , 
*

 , and 
H

  to represent the transpose, conjugate, 

and conjugate transpose, respectively. The symbol   indicates 

the Kronecker product, I  denotes the identity matrix, and 

vec   is the vectorization operator stacking the columns of a 

matrix on top of each other. The notation 
F

A  stands for the 

Frobenius norm of the matrix. Denote by tr   , Re   and 

Im   the trace, the real and imaginary part of a matrix, 

respectively. Finally, the notation A B°  means that B - A  is 

positive semidefinite. 

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Consider a MIMO radar system with t
M  transmitting 

elements and r
M  receiving elements. Let 

t

t

M LT

1 2 M[ , , , ]


 S s s s  be the transmitted waveform 

matrix, where 
L 1

i

s  , i 1,2, ,  tM  denotes the discrete-

time baseband signal of the ith transmitting element with L  
being the number of snapshots. Under the assumption that the 
probing signals are narrowband and the propagation is non-
dispersive, the signals received by MIMO radar can be 
expressed as (see, e.g., [5]):  

 
T( ) ( )Y Sa v    ,                                 (1) 

where the columns of rM LY   are the collected data 

snapshots,   is the complex amplitudes proportional to the 

RCS of the target of interest, and   denotes those location 

parameters. The parameters  and   need to be estimated 

from the received signal Y . The term   is the noise plus 
interference, whose columns can be assumed to be 
independent and identically distributed circularly symmetric 
complex Gaussian random vectors with mean zero and an 

unknown covariance denoting by Q  [5]. Also, ( )a   and 

( )v   denote, respectively, the receiving and transmitting 

steering vectors for the target located at  , which can be 

described as 

0 M0 1 0 2 r

0 M0 1 0 2 t

j2 f ( )j2 f ( ) j2 f ( ) T

j2 f ( )j2 f ( ) j2 f ( ) T

( ) [e ,e , ,e ]

( ) [e ,e , ,e ]

    

    





a

v
 





 

 




,       (2) 

where 0f  represents the carrier frequency. 

m r( ), m 1,2, M    is the propagation time from the 

target located at   to the mth receiving element, and  

n t( ), n 1,2, M    is the propagation time from the nth 

transmitting element to the target. 

By employing 
H H 1/2( )S SS  as the matched-filter bank at 

the receiver to get the sufficient statistics for target detection, 

and the output of the filter can be stacked in a r t 1M M  

vector as 

vec( ) Th Zy ,                             (3) 

where 
H H 1/2 H 1/2vec( ( ) ) ( )  YS SS T SS I，

rMy , 

H H 1/2= ( ) ( ) ( )   ，h a b Z ZS SS . 

Considering the problem of detecting a target in the cell 
under test, with the model in (3), this issue can be formulated 
in terms of the following binary hypotheses test 

0

1

H : vec( )

H : vec( )

 


 

y Z

y Th Z




.                          (4) 

Under the assumption of Z  above, the joint probability 
density function (pdf) of the received vectors conditioned on 

the phase of   and hypotheses can be written as 

H 1

r t

( )

0 M M

1
f ( | ,H ) e



 


y I Q yy
I Q

 ,       (5) 

H 1

r t

( ) ( ) ( )

1 M M

1
f ( | ,H ) e  



 


y- Th I Q y- Thy
I Q

.  (6) 

If   is uniformly distributed in [0,2 ]  [19], with (5) and 

(6), the generalized likelihood ratio test (GRLT) detector for 
the binary hypotheses test can be given by  

1

0

H2
H 1 '

H

( ) Mty I Q Th ¤ ,                       (7) 
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where 
'  is the detection threshold set according to a desired 

value of the false alarm probability (
af

P ). In the case of 

nonfluctuating target, an analytical expression of the detection 

probability ( dP ), for a given value of 
af

P , can be expressed as 

[19]: 

2 H 1Q( 2 tr(( ) ( ) ), 2ln ) 
  Th I Q Th

ad fP P ,  (8)

                      

where ( , ) Q  denotes the Marcum Q function of order 1. 

  By using some matrix manipulations, (8) can be rewritten 
as 

2 H 1Q( 2 tr( ), 2ln )  SH Q HR
ad fP P  ,   (9)                     

where 
T( ) ( )H a v  is the target channel matrix at the 

considered range bin. 

It is noted that the output signal-noise ratio (SNR) can be 
obtained as [19]: 

2 H 1tr( )  SH Q HRSNR .                         (10) 

Given 
af

P , it can be seen from (9) and (10) that dP  is an 

increasing function of the output SNR. As a sequence, 

maximization of dP  is tantamount to maximization of the 

output SNR. 

It can be seen from (10) that SNR is a function of the 

location   as well as the noise plus interference. In practice, 

these parameters are estimated with errors. Hence, the 
optimized waveforms based on the SNR employing a 
parameter estimate can give a very low accuracy for another 
reasonable estimate, which can be seen from numerical 
examples in [5], [7].  

Here, we assume that the target channel matrix can be 
modeled as: 

 H H  ,                                  (11) 

where H  and H  denote, respectively, the actual and 

corresponding presumed channel, and   is the error of H , 

which belongs to the set  

  U   .                               (12) 

The robust waveform design for target detection can now 
be briefly stated as follows: Optimize the WCM to maximize 
the worst-case SNR over the convex set U  under the 
constraints about the WCM. Based on (10) and (12), this 
optimization problem can be illustrated as 

max min

s.t.

tr( )





SR

S

S

R

R 0±

U

SNR

LP

δ

δ
.                             (13) 

where P  denotes the total transmitted power. The third 
constraint holds due to the power transmitted by any 
transmitting element is more than or equal to zero in 
practice. 

III. PROPOSED ITERATIVE METHOD  

In this section, we will show how to solve the robust 
optimization problem to obtain the better worst-case detection 
performance. 

We now treat the inner optimization problem firstly. It can 
be seen the optimization variables in the problem above are 
complex. To facilitate the solution of (13), we can convert it to 
a real-valued form in Appendix, which is shown as 

 R

2 T 1

R R R R,

R F

min tr(

s.t.

)







SH Q H R



,                         (14) 

where 
R

H , R,S
R , and 

R
  are defined in 

Error! Reference source not found.,   in 

Error! Reference source not found., and 

x y

R

y x

 
 
 

Q -Q
Q =

Q Q
,                              (15) 

  x y
Re( ), Im( ) Q Q Q Q .                             (16) 

It is obvious that the term 
T 1

R R R R,tr( )

SH Q H R  is convex 

with respect to R  [20]. Denoting by maxλ  the largest 

eigenvalue of 
T 1

R R R R,



SH Q H R , (14) can be equivalently 

represented as  

R

T T 1

R R R

R F

min

s.t.







T H Q H T I°

max

max

λ

λ





,                  (17) 

where 
1/2
R,ST = R , i.e., T  is the square root of R,SR  [21]. The 

constraints in (17) can be reformulated as a linear matrix 

inequalities (LMI) with respect to R , relying on the 

following lemma [21, pp.472]: 

Lemma 1 (Schur’s Complement): Let 

H 
  
 

A B
Z

B C
 be a 

Hermitian matrix with C 0 , then Z 0±  if and only if 
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C 0± , where C  is the Schur complement of C  in Z  

and is given by H 1 C A - B C B . 

By using Lemma 1, the problem can be recast as an SDP 
shown as 

 

  R

R

2 T

R

R

TT

R R

R R

min

s.t.

max

max

λ

λ

 
 
 

 
 
  Q

H

H

I
0

I

I T
0

T















±

±

.   (18)                     

Substituting R  obtained from (18) into (13), SR  can be 

solved by an SDP 

 2

s

,

H 1

min

s.t.

tr )

tr

(

 







SR

S

S

R

H Q HR

R 0±

t
t

LP

t
,                     (19) 

where t  is an auxiliary variable. 

So far, we know how to solve   for fixed SR , and SR  

for fixed  . We can iteratively optimize   and SR . Similar 

to Algorithm 3 proposed in [10], an iterative algorithm is 
proposed to improve the worst-case detection performance, 
which is shown as follows.  

Algorithm: Given an initial value of the WCM,   and SR  

can be optimized by repeating the following steps: 

a) Solve (18) to obtain the optimum  . 

b) Solve (19) to obtain SR . 

Go to step 1 until the SNR increase becomes insignificant. 

Using many well-known algorithms (see, e.g., [17]) for 
solving SDP problems, the problems (18), (19) can be solved 
very efficiently. In the following numerical example, the 
optimization toolbox in [18] is used for these problems. It is 
noticed that the proposed method can only obtain the WCM 
other than the ultimate transmitted waveforms. In practice, the 
ultimate waveforms can be asymptotically synthesized by 
using the method in [22]. 

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

In this section, we assess the performance of the proposed 
method compared to the non-robust method that can be 
calculated by (10), and uncorrelated waveforms that can be 
generated by using Hadamard codes [16]. 

Consider a MIMO radar system with 4tM  transmitting 

elements and 4rM  receiving elements. We use the MIMO 

radar (0.5, 0.5) in the following examples, where the 
parameters specifying each radar system are the inter-element 
spacing of the transmitter and receiver (in units of 
wavelengths), respectively. The number of snapshots is 

256L . The array signal-to-noise ratio (ASNR) varying 

from -15 to 20 dB in the following examples is defined as 
2/Wt rPM M , where P  stands for the total transmitted 

power, and 
2W

 denotes the variance of the additive white 

thermal noise. There is a strong jammer at 10  with an array-

interference-to-noise ratio (AINR) defined as the product of 

the incident interference power and rM  divided by 
2W

, 

equal to 60 dB. In the following numerical examples, there is 

only one target with unit amplitude at 20    in the 

considered range bin. 

It is known from Section Ⅱ that the output SNR must be 

estimated using the initial location parameter estimate. There 
are many methods for estimating this parameter (see, e.g., [23] 
and the reference therein for more details). 

In the following examples, we examine the effectiveness 
of the proposed method in the case of existing the initial angle 
estimate error. In this case, it is assumed that the initial angle 

estimate has an uncertainty [ 2 ,2 ]    
.  

Fig. 1 shows the optimal transmit beampattern with 
ASNR=10 dB. It can be seen that the peak of the transmit 
beampattern is placed around the target location, which means 
that the worst-case detection performance in the convex 
uncertainty can be improved by the proposed method. 
Moreover, it can be seen that a notch is placed almost at the 

jammer location. 

 

Figure 1. Optimal transmit beampattern with ASNR=10 dB in the case of 
the initial angle estimate error. 

In Fig. 2, the worst-case detection probability obtained by 
the proposed method versus ASNR in the case of the initial 
angle estimate error is showed, as compared to that of 
uncorrelated waveforms and the non-robust method, in the 
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case of 
-6=10

af
P . It is obvious that the detection probabilities 

obtained by three methods increase as the increase of ASNR. 
Moreover, one can observe that the transmitted waveforms 
obtained by the proposed method have a better worst-case 

detection performance as compared to those proposed by the 
non-robust method and uncorrelated waveforms. 

 

Figure 2. The worst-case detection probability for 
-6

=10
a

f
P  versus 

ASNR, as well as that of uncorrelated waveforms and the non-robust method, 
in the case of the initial angle estimate error. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the problem of robust waveform 
optimization, which improves the target detection performance 
of MIMO radar by explicitly incorporating the uncertainty in 
parameters into the optimization model, has been investigated. 
An iterative algorithm has been proposed to solve the 
sophisticated nonlinear problem, each step in which is solved 
resorting to a convex relaxation that belongs to the SDP class. 
Numerical examples have shown that the proposed iterative 
algorithm improves the worst-case detection probability very 
obviously compared to uncorrelated waveforms as well as the 
non-robust method. Therefore, the transmitted waveforms 
obtained by the proposed algorithm can improve the overall 
detection performance for MIMO radar.  
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